The idea of dynamic move chains has been described in a preceding paper [6] . It allows the search tree to be forward-pruned, which is known to be dangerous, because that can remove important moves which would only be evaluated through a more exhaustive search process. This paper has added to the forward-pruning technique, through the use of 'Move Tables' that can act in the same way as Transposition Tables, but for moves not positions. They use an efficient memory structure and have put the design into the context of short or long-term memories. These can allow the search to be broadened, making it more reliable and are relatively independent, allowing some configuration as to how much to use. It has advanced some of the future work theory of the earlier paper and made more explicit where logical plans or more knowledge-based approaches might be applied.
Introduction
The idea of dynamic move chains has been described in a preceding paper [6] . It incorporates the idea of forward-pruning the search tree, which is known to be dangerous, because it can remove important moves that would only be evaluated through a more exhaustive search process. The amount of knowledge that the chess program contains is still limited and so it must evaluate many more positions to produce reliable results. Even if evolutionary methods or machine learning is used to generate the evaluation function [5] , the understanding level is still very shallow, maybe not more than a set of weight values.
The computer program could therefore still be helped by a friendlier framework for generating knowledge. The intention of dynamic move chains is to store sequences of moves, rather than positions with evaluations. The move sequences can then be tried in any relevant position, where the fact that positions vary only slightly from one ply to the next is important. This means that a move sequence that gets stored has a higher probability of being relevant to the next position as well, and so on. The sequences are stored in lists DCS 14 March 2015 2 called chains, that might spawn tree-like structures, but in practice so far, are mostly single moves. So this immediate evaluation result can be used to radically prune the search tree.
As a move chain is created from a cut-off move sequence, it does represent the better moves in a position. It is however very dynamic, constantly changing to the new circumstance that is hopefully the most relevant. If thinking about the human process, then this type of immediate situation is very relevant, but we also store all of these situations into a longer-term memory that is built-up more slowly. When we are faced with an immediate situation, we can still retrieve from the long-term memory helpful advice for what to do. It happens to be the case that the move chains can be used to build up a type of longer-term memory for the computer program. It is similar to transposition tables, but as described in the following sections, stores move sequences and not positions. This is possibly just completing the move chains idea that was reported previously and can give the search process more reliability or stability over the more radical forward-pruning technique.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: section 2 gives a recap of the dynamic move sequences. Section 3 notes that same related work as the earlier paper. Section 4 describes   the new Move Tables idea, while section 5 gives some results of using it. Section 6 gives a discussion, including where more knowledge-based approaches might benefit from the new structure, while section 7 gives some conclusions on the work.
Dynamic Move Chains
Dynamic move chains [6] can be created from the cut-off move sequences of the search process. A cut-off is generated when a move sequence is found to refute a particular position and means that further search of the position is not required. This sequence can then be stored, retrieved and used to replace a full search, the next time that it is valid. Even very small changes in a position however can produce very different evaluations and so it is not possible to give definitive statements based on this type of move sequence alone. The move sequence must be played and re-evaluated again in any position that it is applied to, but the fact that positions vary only slightly from one ply to the next helps to ensure that DCS 14 March 2015 3 the move sequence might still be relevant. If it is found to be unreliable, it can simply be ignored and the next cut-off might produce a completely different move sequence to be played again, for example.
The algorithm for the dynamic move chains is also provided in the paper [6] , where the new Move Tables search part would be placed at the top. The same move sequence can be stored in a more permanent structure that might be compared to a longer-term memory, for example. This structure can be built around piece types, where each piece type can be represented by a board-sized array. A weight value is incremented if a move is added and decremented if a move is not used. If the weight exceeds a threshold, then the move sequence can be retrieved and tried in the position. It is even possible to try only a particular number of stored moves, making it configurable. This is described further in section 4, but the addition to the algorithm might look like: 
Related Work
This paper is a follow on from the earlier paper [6] that describes the new forward-pruning method in detail. It therefore does not have any new theory outside of the earlier work, where related research would still be the original Chessmaps Heuristic paper [7] , the Killer Heuristic [1] , the History Heuristic or Transposition Tables [8] [9] for example. As described in section 6.1 however, Botvinnik's knowledge-based approaches [2] [3] might now be relevant.
Move Tables
The Move Tables are intended to replace what was previously Transposition Tables. They   have been given this name so as not to confuse the idea of storing a move with storing a position. They can be considered as a long-term memory of the chess game that can span the whole game and not just a single move. This is to complement the immediate effect of the current move chains [6] produced from the cut-offs. They have some advantages and some disadvantages over Transposition Tables. For one thing, they can be encapsulated in an array that is the size of a board. They can also be stored for each piece type, for both colours requiring a total of 12 tables, but this is still a relatively small amount of memory compared to Transposition Tables. The enhancement of the table then, is paths of moves that grow from them and would also link from one table to another one. Figure 2 The large squares represent the move tables for each piece type and can literally be only 64 elements in size. They then also store any number of links between themselves. The smaller squares represent the move sequence that has just been added, resulting in incrementing those related weight values only. Consider a cut-off that has resulted in a move sequence such as: WPe2-e4, BPe7-e5, WNg1-f3: This would firstly be stored as the next move chain sequence, which is currently like a short-term memory that gets used immediately but is also changed immediately. It is then also used to update the move tables. Both the 'from' and 'to' move squares can be updated, where the related weight value can be incremented.
All other moves can have the weight value decremented. There can also be a threshold value, where the weight must be above that for the move to be considered. There can also be links between the tables, where the move WPe2-e4 is stored in the e2 square that then links to Black's Pawn's table, to the e7 square. That then links to White's Knight's table, to the g1 square, and so on. Any move sequence that is returned can also be checked for legality in the position as well as weight value. As written in section 2, a typical minimised search maybe has a branching factor of only 6. The Move Tables might return more potential moves than this, so they need to be filtered again, to keep only the top 'x' number.
But this can be set to anything and therefore tailored to the particular program that is using it. Note that the move table is not reset after each move. The next search process will add to it or modify it further, but still retain the information of the earlier searches.
Best Squares and Important Squares
These move tables then produce a pattern of what the best moves for each piece type is.
This could be very useful information as this type of view could provide a basis for some level of knowledge-based reasoning. It is also useful that it can be considered individually for each piece. The Chessmaps program was built from the idea of square control [7] , which is central to generating the move ordering for the computer program. The new Move Tables also generate this type of information, but for pieces and not positions. It might even be used without square control, which is inefficient to calculate, whereas the tables are very quick. As it is always part of the Chessmaps heuristic however, square control will always be used as part of this research project. If trying to derive some form of knowledge from the DCS 14 March 2015 6 move tables, then looking at the best squares only might not be the most beneficial. Figure   3 shows the Queen and Bishop move tables for the indicated position, with only the best and positive weights displayed. It clearly agrees with that position, where the best moves for White indicate to attack Black's weakened King's side. The weighted squares however, only relate to two specific moves, where negative weight values are not displayed and this might make the table a bit sparse. If there are several moves from a square, for example, then if one of them is the best, the others will have their weight values decremented and might become very small, or they might mutually decrement each other. In Figure 4 however, the accumulated weight values for all of the stored moves for the White Queen are displayed. Note that the accumulated values have made every square negative, apart from the squares with the value of 0. These are squares that no moves were stored for, whereas, even if the values are negative, those squares have been very actively considered and are therefore important. It is also interesting that the squares with the largest negative values relate to the best move for the Queen as well, shown in Figure 3 . So there were many considerations around those squares and one idea might be to take the absolute value of the accumulated weight values to represent a square's 'importance' for a piece and the best weight value(s) to represent the 'best' square(s). An important square can then possibly be given priority as part of a plan, for example. To illustrate this, the 
Testing
The chess-playing program itself and the test program are both written in the C# .Net language. Two types of test have been carried out. The first is simply some 5-minute games against the standard Chessmaps Heuristic, so show that using Move Tables with Dynamic   Move Chains To see how adding the move tables changes the search size, tests adding 1, 2 and 4 moves to the start of the Move Chains search process was measured. The paper [7] shows how the forward pruning approach of using dynamic move chains by itself, can reduce the search by as much as 99% more than a standard one and so there is a lot of scope for trying to DCS 14 March 2015 8 broaden the search process by adding extra knowledge or moves. Table 1 gives the results of the relative search sizes for dynamic move chains with or without the additional move tables. This was measured over a full game containing 98 separate positions to a depth of 5 ply. The results are for the negamax α-β search stage only and show the number of times the search size is less rather than the reduction percentage. Note that this result does not measure move quality, only the search reduction.
Search Type
Move It is interesting that adding 1 single additional move dramatically increases the search size (98%), but adding more than 1 move does not have the same increase effect. So if using the forward pruning move chains by itself, it searches in effect, an average branching factor of 3-4. Then forcing at least 1 additional move, increases this to 6-7, which is the standard search size. Forcing more than 1 additional move does not have the same effect. So further down the search, where all of the cut-off techniques are still used, the new additions must be compensated in some way, possibly by adding accuracy to the move ordering. Another stat here suggests that move tables are used maybe only 30% of the time, as part of the α-β search, or not used 70% of the time, when the dynamic cut-offs can still occur. But this is for a new table. If it has built up a picture from earlier searches, then it would probably be used more than that, but these are only initial results and usually, the move sequence was of length 1 as well. In practical terms, this would mean that the narrower search can search deeper, but might miss more moves than the broader and shallower one. An ideal balance of both will produce the best search result. Some games between dynamic move chains, one with and one without the move tables, was not conclusive. 
Discussion
Move Tables are similar to Transposition Tables, except that they store move sequences and   not position evaluations. They might be thought of as completing the solution to using Move Chains, suggested in [6] . It can be used in any position where it is relevant and complements any immediate cut-off situation presented by a single move chain. The earlier paper [6] also suggested future work that might be tried, along the lines of adding more knowledge and some form of narrow evolutionary search. This even went back to the very beginning and the knowledge-based feature extraction processes. This new process does not solve that problem specifically, but it does provide some more information that can realistically be used to help with the knowledge-based approach. As it has been extracted from the search process, it must be considered as reliable, so the only problem is how to interpret it.
One nice thing is that it would be possible to retrieve any number of moves from the tables and use them in a relatively independent way. The number retrieved could even be changed by the program. Or the pattern that each table produces can be studied, to try to determine key squares, for example. At the very least, they give added information about the relative positions that a knowledge-based approach might be able to use. The earlier paper also wrote about tactical chunks, instead of the more common knowledge-based ones [4] . If there are weight concentrations in a move table, then the related position could be looked
at to see what pieces or piece formations were present. Or if two or more move tables intersect somewhere, it might represent an important board feature. This could simply be used to re-order all moves to that particular area, or it might help with creating these knowledge or tactical chunks. The chunks however would then need to be made part of a plan and not one that the search process would naturally choose. It would need to change the natural search process in some way, maybe by re-ordering moves. However, if it is automatically created, then it is more in sync with the evaluation function that created it, rather than an expert saying one thing and the computer program saying another thing.
Botvinnik's Computer Chess Theory
The former World Champion Botvinnik wrote a computer chess book [3] and program (Pioneer) when the chess programs were built on the theories of logic and knowledge. As DCS 14 March 2015 10 computer speeds improved, the statistical brute-force approaches took over and are now standard. The expert logician suggested in his book, to measure how many moves it might take for a piece to move from where it is to where it should be. This requires specific knowledge about the position, but is a bit like narrow sequences that need to be incorporated into a main search process. This more specific knowledge represents a particular plan in the position, but if it cannot be built from a rich knowledge-base, then an experience-based approach could help to generate some low-level knowledge to start with.
Looking at the patterns in each move table shows the squares that the search process has evaluated as important for each piece. Therefore some counting measure of how to move between them could be considered, in what would be a more logical and knowledge-based approach. The chess program is also described in [2] , where the following quote from 'The Tale of a Small Tree' chapter sums up some of the relevant philosophy:
'Thus, during a game a player analyses the movements of a limited number of pieces on a limited part of the board, and analyses the movements of only those pieces which come directly into collision, and only on those squares where collisions are possible. In other words, he examines only those pieces which interact with the enemy pieces, and only those squares where this interaction is possible. But how can one check that these pieces and these squares have been correctly chosen? …' So the move tables can maybe produce a map that can be combined or compared and show more easily what the squares or pieces might be. While a human player can simply see that, it might not be as obvious to the chess computer program. So some more elements could be in place for the knowledge-based approach now, but it is also clear that a lot more work is still required.
Conclusions
This paper has added to the forward-pruning technique of Dynamic Move Chains, through the use of Move Tables that can act in the same way as Transposition Tables, but for reaction, whereas the move tables build up more slowly and can be used at any time. They store a more permanent type of knowledge that can represent the whole chess game and might be compared to a long-term memory. These can allow the search to be broadened, making it more reliable and are relatively independent, allowing some configuration as to how much to use. It has advanced some of the future work theory of the earlier paper [6] and made more explicit where logical plans or more knowledge-based approaches might be tried.
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